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Abstract: Calcium looping systems constitute a promising candidate for thermochemical energy
storage (TCES) applications, as evidenced by the constantly escalating scientific and industrial interest.
However, the technologically feasible transition from the research scale towards industrial and
highly competitive markets sets as a prerequisite the optimal design and operation of the process,
especially corresponding reactors. The present study investigates for the first time the development of
a detailed, one-dimensional mathematical model for the steady-state simulation of a novel drop-tube
carbonator reactor as a core equipment unit in a concentrated solar power (CSP)-thermochemical
energy storage integration plant. A validated kinetic mathematical model for a carbonation reaction
(CaO(s) + CO2(g)→ CaCO3(s)) focused on thermochemical energy storage conditions was developed
and implemented for different material conditions. The fast gas–solid reaction kinetics conformed
with the drop-tube reactor concept, as the latter is suitable for very fast reactions. Reaction kinetics
were controlled by the reaction temperature. Varying state profiles were computed across the length
of the reactor by using a mathematical model in which reactant conversions, the reaction rate, and the
temperature and velocity of gas and solid phases provided crucial information on the carbonator’s
performance, among other factors. Through process simulations, the model-based investigation
approach revealed respective restrictions on a tailor-made reactor of 10 kWth, pointing out the
necessity of detailed models as a provision for design and scale-up studies.

Keywords: carbonator reactor model; calcium-looping (CaL); concentrated solar power (CSP);
random pore model; 1D modeling

1. Introduction

As an environmentally sustainable process for green energy production, thermochemical energy
storage (TCES) supported by concentrated solar power (CSP) has been at the center of the research and
industry community for over two decades. The reason for this mobilization is that, along with TCES
systems, CSP constitutes a carbon free technology that alleviates global warming and exploits the
renewable aspects of solar energy, incorporating mature technologies for power production (i.e., Steam
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Rankine Cycle). The global installed capacity of CSP has seen a great increase over the last 10 years and
approximate counts of 5 GWe, with an escalating trend that could even double in 2020 [1]. Increasing
public attention to environmental protection and the political decisions that change the preferences
of manufacturers from conventional to renewable solutions are the major factors influencing these
market dynamics. Nevertheless, commercial intrusion into the global power market has so far been
conservative, and definitely has not aligned with the requirements of this expanding economy.

Well-established CSP systems are used commercially nowadays, producing a sufficient amount
of electricity. Sensible heat storage (i.e., molten salts, oils), latent heat storage (i.e., thermochemical
energy storage (TCES) and phase change materials (PCMs)) belong to the broader family of energy
storage systems. Molten salts, a sensible heat storage system, performs the most mature technology
at an industrial scale. Although several commercial plants trade on these technologies, significant
drawbacks have restrained their widespread use. For example, molten salt technologies suffer as a
result of their corrosiveness [2], their limited power-cycle efficiency due to limitations on their operating
temperatures (i.e., temperatures above ~550 ◦C induce salt degradation) [3] and the significant energy
consumption continuously needed to abstain from salt solidification (molten salts suffer from severe
solidification at temperatures below ~200 ◦C) [4]. Moreover, due to unavoidable energy losses and
intermittency, molten salts can only produce and store energy for short-term periods.

Recently, TCES systems integrated with CSP have emerged as an alternative for long-term
energy storage and electricity production. In such systems, the heat is stored via an endothermic
chemical reaction exploiting solar energy, which is released later during the reverse exothermic reaction.
The products of both reactions can be stored according to the operating conditions of the installation,
and TCES has numerous advantages over the previous technologies. Energy densities of the materials
used in TCES re approximately 5–10 times higher than the materials used in latent and sensible heat
storage systems, and storage periods are longer, as products can be stored at ambient conditions [2].

Among diverse chemical systems for thermochemical energy storage, calcium looping
(CaL)—which relies on the calcination–carbonation reaction system (Equation (1))—stands as one of
the most promising technologies [5]. Numerous advantages of this system such as high energy density
(~3.2 GJ/m3 compared with ~0.8 GJ/m3 in commercially installed molten salts units) and the extremely
low price of natural limestone CaCO3 (~€10/ton) have been extensively discussed, among other
factors, in the literature [5–7]. Furthermore, the commercial potential of the CSP-CaL integration for
thermochemical energy storage and power production has been theoretically studied in detail by
numerous authors in terms of energy analysis [5,8,9], exergy analysis [10,11] and the optimization
of power cycles used for energy production [12,13], proving the potential commercialization of
these systems.

CaCO3 (s)↔ CaO (s) + CO2 (g) ∆H0
rxn � 178 kJ/mol (1)

The feasible transition of CSP-CaL systems from a research scale towards a highly competitive
industrial scale will require the development of rigorous mathematical models to be used as tools that
can simulate and predict process activities in a systematic and consistent manner. However, one can
see from the current literature that has been no adequate published research work in relation to the
development of steady-state or dynamic mathematical reactor models. The literature has extensively
explored how calcination and carbonation reactions can be accomplished in different reactor types [14],
but recent model developments of both reactors have referred mainly to applications relevant to
post-combustion CO2 capture, and reaction conditions and kinetics in these applications are different
from those used in CSP-CaL processes. Typical conditions in CO2 capture applications involve low
CO2 partial pressures that exit from the flue gases of power plants (~10% vol.) and temperatures
around 650 ◦C during carbonation step. Under these conditions, and due to the sulphation of CaO
and the multiple number of cycles, a material’s reactivity significantly drops in its residual value
by 0.07–0.10 [15]. Moreover, the reactivity of the material depends on the calcination/carbonation
conditions and grain size, as well as the origin of the solids [7].
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In recent years, there have been numerous published works that have examined the simulation
of heterogeneous gas–solid reaction systems in drop-tube or downflow reactors using mathematical
models with different levels of complexity and accuracy [16–24]. Drop-tube reactors present a number
of advantages compared to other types of reactors (i.e., risers), and are well known in the chemical and
petrochemical industries. In a downer reactor, both solid and gas phases enter the reactor from the top,
flowing concurrently under gravity and momentum of their inlet flows, and which results in a more
uniform hydrodynamic flow and a better control of the contact between gas and solid phases [25] than
the back-mixing flow and non-uniform radial distribution of solids that occurs in riser reactors [26,27].
The principles of these modelling techniques are used as a prototype in the current manuscript to
provide a means by which to develop a detailed mathematical model of a drop-tube carbonator reactor
as a provision for scale-up studies and industrial applications in CSP-CaL plants. Deng et al. [24] set
up and implemented a one-dimensional (1D) model based on mass and momentum balance equations
along with a hypothetical kinetic model for a downer reactor. The results pointed out the effect of
varying superficial velocities on a reactor’s performance. Chuachuensuk et al. [21] developed a 1D
model to describe the hydrodynamic characteristics and reaction kinetics of a downer regenerator
reactor during the fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) process. The control of operating variables and reaction
conditions was examined in terms of reactor performance. Moreover, Kasule et al. [18] developed
a detailed mathematical model for the gasification of biomass in a single-stage, downward-firing,
entrained-flow gasifier whereas the dynamic terms are involved later in [28]. Other similar studies
have focused on the modelling strategies of different kinds of heterogeneous gas–solid reaction
systems such as the oxidation of copper particles at high temperatures in a downer reactor [22],
or the carbonation of CaO for CO2 capture applications in cement kilns [20]. Finally, two recent
studies have presented the construction of novel experimental facilities for the carbonation of fine
CaO particles in a drop-tube reactor [29] and an entrained-flow reactor [30], examining the efficiency
of the decarbonization of gases when exposed to different conditions and materials. To the best of
our knowledge, there has not been any published work related to an experimental or model-based
investigation of CaO carbonation in a drop-tube reactor that has focused on the relevant conditions for
thermochemical energy storage applications.

In this study, the development of a meticulous model of a tailor-made carbonator reactor for
CSP-CaL integration is attempted for the first time, as part of the activities performed within the H2020
SOCRATCES project [31]. A detailed one-dimensional (1D), steady-state, heterogeneous reaction
model of a drop-tube carbonator reactor was developed, focusing on simulation studies to reveal the
operating performance of a 10 kWth reactor under different conditions. Mass, energy and momentum
equations were considered for the two phases (gas and solid) derived by simplified Navier–Stokes
equations. Moreover, the model included radiative heat transfer mechanisms and a random pore
model (RPM) for carbonation kinetics that were validated through experimental work under conditions
relevant to TCES. The main scope of this work is to demonstrate the model’s capabilities, and to
describe the operations of a fixed-dimension prototype drop-tube carbonator reactor. The simulation
studies investigate its performance, concerning the conversion and distribution of thermal power
production across the length of the reactor, under different operating conditions. Subsequently, this will
lead to future optimization, design and further scale-up studies. For this reason, critical variables were
parametrically studied (i.e., the reactor’s wall temperatures, flows, carbonation pressure, etc.) with
respect to process performance.

2. Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) and Calcium Looping (CaL) Concept Description

For the first time within a European Union (EU) research project [31], a CSP-CaL integrated
system was tested to prove that stored thermochemical energy can be effectively used for electricity
production. The prototype pilot plant (comprising a calciner, carbonator and power block) as well
as storage modules are depicted in Figure 1. In this plant, solar energy is exploited to accomplish an
endothermic calcination reaction where limestone (CaCO3) is decomposed towards CaO and CO2
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(Equation (1)) in the calciner. The products are stored in vessels through the storage section, then react
in the carbonator reactor to recover a large part of thermal energy through the exothermic carbonation
reaction. The concept is completed via an engine (Figure 1) in the power block where this energy is
explicitly used to produce electricity.
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The carbonator reactor resembles a drop-tube (Figure 2) and is suitable for a wide range of fast
gas–solid reaction systems [18,20–22]. It is divided into two sections and the dimensions selected
(~0.154 m diameter and ~4 m length) are appropriate to achieve a long solid phase residence time.
The initially calcined solids (CaO) are stored in a heated tank (~200 ◦C) on top of the reactor and enter
into it mechanically via a screw feeder device. Pure CO2 is provided by pressurized bottles, entering
from the top. A heat exchanger composed of a set of helical coils encircling the reactor is used for the
removal of the heat released by the exothermic reaction. In the first reaction section, the CO2 reactant
passes through the coils to preheat before entering the reactor, while in the second section, fresh air is
used as the heat transfer fluid to act as a cheap and effective heat sink (Figure 2) [17]. The produced
hot air is later used in the power block to provide heat for electricity generation. The two reactor
segments are surrounded by electric furnaces that preheat the carbonator system in order to trigger the
carbonation reaction (~400–500 ◦C).Energies 2020, 13, x 5 of 24 
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3. Experimental

3.1. Materials and Methods

The precursor material used for the reaction kinetics experiments was limestone (Granicarb 0.1/0.8)
from the OMYA company. Lime was produced after first calcination during pre-treatment under the
conditions described in the next paragraph for the kinetic experiments and will be referred to in the
manuscript as “fresh CaO”. The material denoted as “sintered CaO” was previously subjected to
10 successive carbonation/calcination cycles in the same fixed-bed reaction unit, with carbonation
carried out under a pure CO2 flow (PCO2 = 1.25 atm at T = 850 ◦C) for a time period of 8 min
(including the heating step to the calcination temperature). The calcination stage was carried out
under a 25% vol. CO2/N2 flow at 900 ◦C for a time period of 8 min (including the cooling step to the
carbonation temperature under pure N2). Nitrogen physisorption at 77 K was applied for measuring
the surface areas and pore volumes of the two materials in a Surface Area Analyzer (Autosorb-1
Quantachrome Instruments, Boynton Beach, FL, USA). Prior to these measurements, samples were
degassed in a vacuum at 250 ◦C overnight.

3.2. Laboratory Test Procedure

A fixed-bed reactor unit was used for the kinetic experiments of the carbonation reaction. The gases
were admitted to the quartz reactor (10 mm internal diameter) using mass flow controllers. An electric
tubular furnace with three independently controlled temperature zones surrounding the reactor were
used for heating, while the reaction temperature was continuously measured during the experiment
using a coaxial thermocouple. The hot gases exiting the reactor were cooled down to room temperature
and continuously analyzed by a mass spectrometer (MS) (Omnistar TM GSD 320, PFEIFFER, Nashua,
NH, USA).

The sorbent material was sieved in the range of 45 < dp < 75 µm, and each time 100 mg were mixed
with 1.5 g of quartz with particle sizes of 100 < dp < 180 µm and loaded into the reactor. The reactor
was heated at a heating rate of 20 ◦C/min up to the carbonation temperature under N2 flow, with a gas
hourly space velocity (GHSV) of 22,500 h−1 to complete calcination (pre-treatment). Carbonation was
initiated at the prespecified temperature by switching the flow from pure N2 to 600 cc/min (GHSV
= 27,000 h−1) of the desired CO2 (containing 2% vol. Ar used as an internal standard)/N2 mixture.
The carbonation stage was carried out for 3 min isothermally. Given that Ar flow was constant,
quantification of the adsorbed CO2 was performed while the carbonation reaction was taking place,
based on the ratio of CO2/Ar signals (represented by mass/charge (m/z) ratios 44 and 40, respectively)
of the mass spectrometer. Temperature in the reactor was also recorded throughout the procedure.

4. Model Development

4.1. The Random Pore Model (RPM)

Carbonation of CaO is characterized by two stages: a fast, initial surface reaction-controlled stage,
followed by a much slower regime dominated by the diffusion of CO2 through the CaCO3 product
layer. Bhatia and Perlmutter [32–34] developed a random pore model for the occurrence of both effects
simultaneously using the general equation

dXCaO(t)
dt

=
ks S0C(t)(1−XCaO(t))

√
1−Ψln(1−XCaO(t))

(1− ε0)
[
1 + β(t)Z

Ψ

(√
1−Ψln(1−XCaO(t)) − 1

)] (2)

Later, Li et al. [35] proved experimentally that CaCO3 accumulates in islands on CaO during
carbonation, leaving free CaO surfaces that can react until the entire surface is covered by product
layer and the diffusional regime starts. Moreover, Equation (2) predicts much lower reaction rates and
conversions compared to the experimental results, due to the product layer’s diffusional resistance
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from the first moment of the reaction. Thus, for the fast regime, it can be assumed that the thickness of
the product layer is zero, which implies that β could also be considered negligible, leading to

dXCaO(t)
dt

=
ks S0C(t)(1−XCaO(t))

√
1−Ψln(1−XCaO(t))

(1− ε0)
(3)

and after integrating [36]

XCaO(t) = 1− exp


1−

(
τ(t)

2 Ψ + 1
)2

Ψ

, X ≤ Xk (4)

where τ is the dimensionless time given by

τ(t) =
r(t)S0t
1− ε0

(5)

and Ψ is a structural parameter of the initial material containing S0, L0 and ε0:

Ψ =
4πL0(1− ε0)

S2
0

(6)

The initial surface area, total pore length and porosity (S0, L0 and ε0) of the material before
carbonation can be calculated using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) measurement results, assuming
a cylindrical pore geometry:

S0 = SBET ρCaO (1− ε0) (7)

ε0 =
PV0 ρCaO

1 + PV0 ρCaO
(8)

L0 =
S2

0

4 π ε0
(9)

As the dependence of the carbonation rate on CO2 concentration is experimentally explored,
the term of CO2 concentration C in Equation (3) is converted to partial pressure via the gas law and
introduced in the reaction’s front velocity r as follows:

r
(
T, PCO2

)
= ks f

(
PCO2

)
(10)

For the diffusion-controlled regime that follows the surface reaction, the conversion-time equation
is given by

XCaO(t) = Xk + 1− exp

 1
Ψ
−

[√
1− βZτ(t) −

(
1− βZ

Ψ

)]2
Ψ

β2Z2

, X ≥ Xk (11)

where

β =
2ksaρCaO(1− ε0)

MWCaObDpS0
(12)

The apparent product-layer diffusivity is then calculated from

Dp =
bMCaODC

aρCaO
(13)
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Grasa et al. [36] established an Arrhenius expression for effective product-layer diffusivity D,
with a pre-exponential factor D0 = 3.37− 4.32× 10−6 m2/s and activation energy for diffusion in the
product layer EaD = 163 kJ/mol.

The material subjected to carbonation kinetic experiments was CaO derived from limestone
(~99% wt. CaCO3) after initial calcination. In the reactor simulation studies, two cases were considered
using a fresh (lime after first calcination) and a sintered material after cycling (lime after 10th
calcination). The properties of these materials obtained from BET and Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH)
measurements, along with the calculated properties (S0, L0, ε0 and Ψ) needed for the RPM, are shown
in Table 1. As reported elsewhere [37,38], the surface area and porosity of the material after cycling
were substantially reduced due to sintering.

Table 1. Properties values of fresh and sintered lime used in RPM.

Property Fresh CaO Sintered CaO

BET surface area (m2/g) 16.97 4.36
Mean particle diameter, dp (×10−6 m) 60 60

Pore volume, PV0 (×10−6 m3/g) 0.173 0.075
Pore surface area, S0 (×107 m2/m3) 3.58 1.16
Total pore length, L0 (×1014 m/m3) 2.79 0.54

Porosity, ε0 0.37 0.20
Ψ 1.72 3.99

4.2. Drop-Tube Carbonator Reactor Model Development

A one-dimensional (1D), steady-state carbonation model was developed to describe the physical
and chemical phenomena taking place in a downflow carbonator reactor. The reduced order
mathematical model solved mass, energy and momentum balances along the axial direction of
the reactor for the gas and solid phases using the Eulerian expression for both and treating them as
interpenetrating continua. The model solution provided cross-sectional averaged values of the state
variables of each phase. The Eulerian–Eulerian approach defines each phase as a separate fluid with its
own properties (i.e., temperature, velocity, density, etc.). The model also included a validated RPM
model for the reaction kinetics developed experimentally in a laboratory-scale fixed-bed reactor.

The following assumptions were considered for the carbonator model development:

• One-dimensional (1D) reaction model. The radial dispersions of mass, energy and momentum are
neglected. The reaction model is solved along the z-axis of the reactor.

• Steady-state plug flow reactor model assumption, which is verified by independent experimental
studies [25,29,39].

• The entrained-flow system is assumed to be very dilute in the solid phase, such that the
particle-wall and interparticle interactions may be neglected. Consequently, the conductive heat
transfer mechanism between single particles and particles to the wall is neglected [22].

• Solids are spherical, with uniform sizes and temperatures. Change in the particle size during
carbonation reaction is assumed negligible [16].

• Kinetic energy and work forces of the system are negligible in comparison with thermal energy
due to the high temperature in the reactor [18].

• The gas phase is modelled after the ideal gas equation of state.
• The wall temperature of the reactor is defined explicitly by constant values.
• Due to the small particle sizes, particle–particle heat exchanges with radiation are not considered.

Furthermore, gas phase (CO2) as a triatomic molecule takes part in radiative heat transfer due to
its high temperature. According to the literature [40], a value of 0.7 is realistic for the reactor’s
internal skin, based on stainless steel material.
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4.2.1. Continuity Equations

The continuity equations for the gas and solid phases are obtained, respectively [41], as

d(εs(z)ρs(z)us(z))
dz

=
.
Γg−s(z) (14)

d
(
εg(z)ρg(z)ug(z)

)
dz

= −
.
Γg−s(z) (15)

where εs, ρs, us are the volume fraction, density and velocity of solid phases, respectively, and εg, ρg, ug

are the volume fraction, density and velocity of gas phases, respectively.
.
Γg−s is the net mass transfer

rate per unit volume from one phase to another due to the heterogeneous reaction [19,42].

4.2.2. Momentum Balance Equations

The momentum balance equations were developed for one dimension, originating from classic
Navier–Stokes equations describing the relationship between the changing rate of momentum for each
phase and the forces acting on them. In this study, drag force between phases (FD), friction forces due
to wall shear (Fsw & Fgw), gravitational force acting downwards and force due to the addition of mass
(in our case, mass is added to the solid phase due to the formation of CaCO3 on CaO surface) from gas
phase to solid phase (Fmass) are considered to be the dominant terms for the momentum conservation,
while pressure drop is included as the simplest expression for the surface stress in the gas phase [41].

d
(
εs(z)ρs(z)u2

s (z)
)

dz
= FD(z) − Fsw(z) + εs(z)ρs(z)g + Fmass(z) (16)

d
(
εg(z)ρg(z)u2

g(z)
)

dz
= −

dP(z)
dz
− FD(z) − Fgw(z) + εg(z)ρg(z)g− Fmass(z). (17)

The terms related to the momentum balance equations [43] are summarized in Appendix A.

4.2.3. Energy Balance Equations

Equations (18) and (19) are the energy balance equations for the gas and solid phases. Changes in
total enthalpy of the gas and solid phases per unit volume of the reactor are related to the thermal power
transferred from the sods to the gas with convection (Qsg conv ), from the gas to the wall with convection
(Qgwconv ) and radiation mechanisms (Qgwrad ), to the thermal power generated by the carbonation reaction
(Qrxn) and to the power associated with the reacting CO2 (QCO2, f low) that is removed from the gas
phase and transferred to the solids.

d
(
εs(z)us(z)ρs(z)cp,s(z)Ts(z)

)
dz

= −Qsgconv(z) + Qrxn(z) + QCO2, f low(z) (18)

d
(
εg(z)ug(z)ρg(z)cp,g(z)Tg(z)

)
dz

= Qsgconv(z) + Qgwconv(z) −Qgwrad(z) −QCO2, f low(z) (19)

where ags and agw are the external surface area between gas and particles and between gas and the
wall, respectively. Chemical reactions proceed on the particle’s surface wherein heat is generated.
The produced heat is then transferred by convection towards the gas phase. hgs and hgw are the
convective heat transfer coefficients for gas–solids and gas–wall, respectively, and are valid for all
length pipes with constant or variant wall temperatures and during thermal and hydrodynamic
development flow [40].

Qsgconv(z) = ags(z)hgs(z)
(
Ts(z) − Tg(z)

)
(20)

Qgwconv(z) = agw(z)hgw(z)
(
Tw(z) − Tg(z)

)
(21)
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Qrxn(z) = ∆Hrxn
dXCaO(t)

dt
ρs(z)

MWCaO

(
1− εg(z)

)
(22)

QCO2, f low(z) =
.
Γg−s(z)

∫ T

298K
cpdT (23)

Reaction rate dXCaO(t)
dt (Section 4.1. refers to the molecular rate of CaO consumption, while

.
Γg−s

refers to the mass transfer rate from gas to solid phase per unit volume due to carbonation reaction.
Moreover, the radiation heat transfer term is calculated for the emission of energy from the gas
phase to the wall. It is thus assumed that the whole energy is extracted only from the gas due to
the very diluted solid phase. A correlation for concentric pipes is used to express the transfer of
radiation between gas and the surface of the inner wall (Appendix B). For computer-based calculations,
the total emissivities and absorptivities of real gases can be determined using gray-and-clear gas
approximation [40]. Gas-to-wall and particles-to-gas convective heat transfer coefficients are computed
as seen in Appendix C.

4.2.4. Properties of Gas and Solid Phases

The values of the thermophysical properties of CO2 were taken from NIST data adopted from
Aspen Plus software (AspenTech, Bedford, MA, USA) [44]. Specific heat capacity cp, viscosity µ
and thermal conductivity correlations k were inferred from the quadratic or linear regressions of the
estimated values referred to above. Specific heat capacity of CO2 follows a non-linear correlation based
on the NIST Aly–Lee equation for ideal gases [45]

cp,g(z) = −3·10−7T2
g(z) + 9·10−4 Tg(z) + 0.6316 (24)

Viscosity of CO2 was computed based on the NIST ThermoML Polynomial Equation [46],
while thermal conductivity was linearly calculated by the same equation.

µg(z) = −9·10−12T2
g(z) + 5·10−8 Tg(z) + 10−6 (25)

kg(z) = 8·10−5 Tg(z) − 0.007 (26)

The aforementioned equations were validated within a wide range of temperatures. Heat capacity
and viscosity were valid in a range of 270–1607 K, while thermal conductivity was valid in a range
of 270–951 K. In cases where the reaction temperature exceeded the limit of 951 K (~678 ◦C), a linear
interpolation is used for the calculation of kg.

The gas phase was modelled as a compressible gas obeying the ideal gas law, and its density was
calculated from the following equation:

dρg(z)
dz

=
MWg

R

d
(

P(z)
Tg(z)

)
dz

(27)

where MWg is the molecular weight of the gas phase and R is the ideal gas constant.
The model takes into consideration the modifications of particle characteristics as the carbonation

reaction proceeds. The particle density of a specific calcination/carbonation cycle (ρs) continuously
varies between the initial density of CaO particles (ρCaO) and that of CaCO3 formed after
carbonation

(
ρCaCO3

)
. These values are highly dependent on a material’s origin, on the number

of calcination/carbonation cycles and on the reaction conditions.

dρs(z)
dz

=
(
ρCaCO3 − ρCaO

)dXCaO(z)
dz

(28)
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4.2.5. Temperature Effect on the Conversion

The effect of temperature on the conversion level achieved during the surface reaction-controlled
regime is significant and related to the aforementioned nucleation phenomena taking place. From the
results of Criado et al. [47], who investigated this effect in a Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
apparatus, the following correlation was extracted for a temperature range of 450–725 ◦C:

XkN(T) =
1

1(
1−βr exp

(
−

Eh
RT

)) + Nak exp
( Eh

RT

) + βr exp
(
−

Eh
RT

)
(29)

where XkN is the conversion during the fast reaction regime in cycle N and Eh is the activation energy
related to the formation of CaCO3 islands.

Summarizing, the mass balances of solid and gas phases are described by Equations (30) and (31),
wherein the variation of conversion along the reactor’s length is related to the sorbent conversion rate,
reactor cross-section area, density of the solid phase and molecular weight of the CaO.

dXCaO(z)
dz

=
A

FCaO,0

dXCaO(t)
dt

ρs(z)
MWCaO

(
1− εg(z)

)
(30)

dXCO2(z)
dz

=
FCaO,0

FCO2,0

dXCaO(z)
dz

(31)

The power produced from the carbonation reaction at the solid’s surface per length of reactor can
be calculated from the following equation using the rate of converted CaO and the heat of the reaction:

Qrxn(z) = FCaO,0
dXCaO(z)

dz
∆Hrxn (32)

The total power produced at the end of reaction can be computed by employing the final solids
conversion as follows:

Qrxnt(z) = FCaO,0(1−XCaO(z))∆Hrxn (33)

5. Carbonator Reactor Simulation—Solving Strategy

5.1. Model Analysis and Solution

In this study the process model consisted of a system of differential algebraic equations (DAEs)
integrated simultaneously using a first-order backward finite difference method. MATLAB (MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA) solver for stiff differential equations with a multistep integration option was
implemented for the numerical computations. The mathematical model comprising of a set of DAEs
was treated as the initial value problem. The integration process was initiated by incorporating the
initial values of all differential variables.

5.2. Simulation Parameters—Operating Conditions

Although the mathematical model for a carbonator reactor is developed in a generic form that
can be implemented in different reactor sizes, in this study the simulation refers to reactor geometry
that was designed and developed within the SOCRATCES project [17,31]. The process parameters
used for the current simulation as well as the operating conditions are summarized in Tables 2 and 3,
respectively, and were set in accordance with the specific reactor designed for the production of 10 kWth

energy via the exothermic carbonation reaction.
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Table 2. Process parameter values for the carbonator model.

Process Parameters Value

dp (m) 60 × 10−6

ρCaO (kg m−3) 3340
ρCaCO3 (kg m−3) 2700

D (m) 0.1541
L (m) 4.0

cp,s (kJ kg−1 K−1) 1.00
∆Hrxn (kJ mol−1) 178.7

εw 0.7
σ 5.6704 × 10−8

Table 3. Operating conditions for the simulation of the carbonator.

Operating Conditions Reference Value Range in Sensitivity Analysis

Inlet reactants temperature (◦C) 200 25–200
Carbonator pressure (atm) 1.0 0.5–1.0
Inlet solids flow rate (kg/h) 20 10–30
Initial gas flow rate (kg/h) 20 10–20

Reactor’s inner wall temperature 700 400–800

Process simulation activities were performed for a wide range of operating conditions through
parametric studies in order to evaluate the carbonator’s performance under different regimes. In the
beginning, the operating strategies were envisioned with the target of producing 10 kWth of thermal
energy via the carbonation reaction. Given this, and considering that an exothermic reaction is
highly dependent on the solid’s initial conditions, a “fresh CaO” (produced after the calcination of
fresh limestone) and a “sintered CaO” (produced after 10 calcination/carbonation cycles) were tested.
Under these circumstances, theoretically, around 19 kg/h of fresh CaO (Xk ~ 0.60) should enter the
reactor in order to produce 10 kWth, while on the other hand, for sintered CaO (Xk ~ 0.20), theoretically,
around 60 kg/h of solids should enter to produce the same amount of heat. Based on this, the flow of
CO2 was determined to range between 10–20 kg/h, as higher flows would lead to shorter residence
times in the reactor. A reference inlet temperature of 200 ◦C was set for the reactants, while the
introduction of reactants at ambient conditions was also evaluated (Table 3). A wall temperature profile
of 400–800 ◦C was implemented, as certain amounts of heat must be provided initially to the reactants
until reaction is triggered. Finally, carbonation pressure was set at atmospheric, as is commonly
applied to calcium looping applications for thermochemical energy storage, but also smaller values
were applied to mitigate the instantaneous high reaction rate.

6. Results and Discussion

6.1. Carbonation Kinetics Modeling

Limestone-derived CaO was subjected to carbonation at T = 820 ◦C and flows of pure
CO2 or mixtures of N2, with CO2 partial pressures of 1.25 atm, 0.90 atm, 0.70 atm and 0.50 atm.
The conversion-versus-time curves are shown in Figure 3; in all cases, carbonation reaction refers to
the first cycle. The final conversion achieved during the reaction-controlled regime was approximately
0.6. As was expected, increasing the surrounding CO2 gas concentration also increased the rate of
carbonation reaction.
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carbonation reaction of limestone-derived CaO under PCO2 = 1.25 atm, 0.9 atm, 0.70 atm and 0.50 atm at
T = 820 ◦C.

The fast regime was completed within 5 s for carbonation under pure CO2. On the other
hand, the diffusion-controlled regime was much slower, and was difficult to detect using the current
experimental set up due to the very small change of CO2 flow resulting from capture, compared
to the total flow passing through the reactor bed. Nevertheless, by far the largest part of CO2 was
captured during the fast regime, which was the useable part of the conversion from a practical point of
view. Two factors affected the critical conversion value at which the transition from the fast surface
reaction to the slow diffusion-controlled regime took place, namely, the pore blockage and critical
product layer thickness. The effect of the latter depends on the reaction temperature, as described by
Equation (29), while the former is dominant if the product layer thickness is larger than the pores’
width. It is clear that under the studied conditions, the carbonation reaction was extremely fast, leading
to short residence times comparable to the ones achieved in a drop-tube reactor. Figure 3a presents
the conversion evolution during the carbonation along with the fitting curves of RPM (Equation (4))
during the fast initial stage. The fitted values of r, which represents the rate of the carbonation-reaction
front movement, are presented in Table 4 for each test.

Table 4. Reaction rate r values for carbonation of limestone derived CaO under different PCO2 conditions
at T = 820 ◦C obtained from RPM.

PCO2 (atm) 1.25 0.9 0.7 0.5

r (nm/s) 4.5 2.5 1.6 0.7

This rate could be related to the formation of the CaCO3 product layer, and it should be
considered that the molar volume of CaCO3 (0.037 m3/kmol) was almost double the molar volume
of CaO (0.017 m3/kmol). This implies that the product layer thickness is also twice the reaction front
movement during the reaction. For example, for carbonation under 1.25 atm of CO2, the reaction
front moved with a rate of 4.5 nm/s, thus CaCO3 product layer grew with a rate of approximately
9 nm/s. It has been mentioned by other researchers that the maximum product layer thickness during
the reaction-controlled regime is around 49 nm [48]. Accordingly, it can be roughly estimated that
this regime will be completed in 5 s, which is in agreement with the experimental results shown in
Figure 3a.
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Assuming a first-order reaction with respect to CO2 partial pressure, Equation (10) is transformed to

r
(
T, PCO2

)
= ks

( Pe

RT

)(PCO2

Pe
− 1

)
(34)

where Pe is the equilibrium CO2 partial pressure calculated by [49]

Pe = 4.083× 107 e−
20,474

T , atm (35)

The reaction constant ks can be extracted from the slope of r vs. the
(

Pe
RT

)(PCO2
Pe
− 1

)
curve,

as presented in Figure 3b. Adopting an activation energy of EaK = 20.3 kJ/mol [36], the pre-exponential
factor is ks = 3.75× 10−6 m4/(kmol s), which is close to the values referred to in other widely accepted
works (5 × 10−6 m4/(kmol s) by Grasa et al. [36]; 6 × 10−6 m4/(kmol s) by Bhatia and Perlmutter [34]).
The first-order reaction assumption was validated through this linear dependence. This result is in
agreement with Grasa et al. [36], but in contrast to Sun et al. [50], who found a first-order relation up to
0.1 atm and zero dependence for higher CO2 partial pressures.

6.2. Reactor Performance Under “Fresh CaO”

In this section, the carbonator reactor performance is investigated under a regime of “fresh CaO”
using simulations. Table 5 shows the reference operating conditions, as well as the conditions selected
for the investigation of the wall temperature and CO2 flow-rate effect.

Table 5. Input data for the carbonator simulation under “fresh CaO”.

Operating Conditions Reference Conditions Wall Temperature Effect CO2 Flow Rate Effect

Inlet reactants temperature (◦C) 200 200 200
Carbonator pressure (atm) 1.0 1.0 1.0
Inlet solids flow rate (kg/h) 20 10 10
Initial CO2 flow rate (kg/h) 20 10 10–30

Reactor’s inner wall temperature 700 400–800 700
Maximum sorbent conversion 70% 70% 70%

6.2.1. Reactor Simulation under Reference Conditions

In the reference conditions, CaO and CO2 enter the reactor at equal mass flow rates. As expected,
due to the difference in molar mass of the two reactants, the molar conversion values were not identical
(Figure 4a).

Initially, reactants were preheated at a sensible temperature while travelling across the reactor
with the reaction rate progressively increasing. In the upper carbonator section, the heat transfer
from the wall to the inner side of the reactor was controlled by the radiation mechanism, while along
the reactor where higher temperatures are also observed, due to reaction, convection terms prevail.
At low temperatures (i.e., 200–400 ◦C), the conversion rate was negligible, as inferred by Equation (29),
while at temperatures higher than 500 ◦C the carbonation reaction proceeded at a high rate. Due to
the very small particle sizes used in the simulation, the heat produced in the solid’s surface was
transferred instantaneously in the gas phase, resulting in a uniform temperature profile of both phases
across the reactor (Figure 4b). As the reaction progressed, the temperature of solids approached
equilibrium, thus resulting in a considerable decrease in the reaction rate, which was illustrated by the
linear trajectory of the reactant conversion (Figure 4a). Pressure inside the reactor remained almost
steady with an increasing downwards trend mainly due to the hydrostatic pressure of gas (Figure 4c).
Under these operating conditions, the reactor bed was considered very diluted, as the volume of solids
was remarkably lower compared to the gas volume, as illustrated by the gas voidage values (Figure 4c).
A notable decreasing trend of gas voidage would be expected from the model, with higher solid flow
rates in a denser bed. Velocity profiles of both phases followed the hydrodynamics, while the relative
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difference of the velocities of the two phases depended on the particles’ sizes (Figure 4d). With coarser
particles, a higher velocity difference would be anticipated.
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6.2.2. Effect of Reactor Wall Temperature

The temperature of the reactor’s inner wall proved to be a critical process parameter, as it
highly affected the carbonation progress. In particular, a very high temperature in the inner wall
(i.e., 800–700 ◦C) would induce a severe inhibition of the reaction rate as equilibrium was quickly reached
(Figure 5b). This is evident while looking the dragging linear trajectory of CaO conversion corresponding
to the equilibrium regime (Figure 5a at 700–800 ◦C). Consequently, an efficient management of the
wall temperature profile, by keeping it under 700 ◦C, would be a proper way to control the very fast
carbonation reaction.

6.2.3. Effect of CO2 Flow Rate

Another critical process variable for an optimum drop-tube carbonator reactor operation is the
CO2 flow rate. Literally, flow-rate selection depends mostly on capacity, but from an engineering
perspective CO2 should be in excess to accomplish carbonation (although constrained by inducing very
short solid residence times). Thus, it was observed that flows from 10–30 kg/h resulted in a velocity
range of 0.25–0.85 m/s, corresponding to mean solids residence times of ~16–5 s (Figure 6d), which is
in agreement with the results of kinetic experiments (Figure 3a) where carbonation reached completion
in less than 20 s. Moreover, the higher the CO2 rate, the milder the temperature profile was along
the reactor. This occurs because the excess CO2 behaves like a sink for heat absorption (Figure 6b),
and because the reaction takes place across a wider range inside the reactor (Figure 6c), which can
result in a more efficient exploitation of the power produced. In all cases, the residence time in the
reactor was enough to complete the reaction (Figure 6a).
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to the (a) CaO conversion, XCaO; (b) solid phase temperature, Ts; (c) thermal power produced, Qrxn;
(d) solid phase velocity, us.
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6.2.3. Effect of CO2 Flow Rate 

Another critical process variable for an optimum drop-tube carbonator reactor operation is the 
CO2 flow rate. Literally, flow-rate selection depends mostly on capacity, but from an engineering 
perspective CO2 should be in excess to accomplish carbonation (although constrained by inducing 
very short solid residence times). Thus, it was observed that flows from 10–30 kg/h resulted in a 
velocity range of 0.25–0.85 m/s, corresponding to mean solids residence times of ~16–5 s (Figure 6d), 
which is in agreement with the results of kinetic experiments (Figure 3a) where carbonation reached 
completion in less than 20 s. Moreover, the higher the CO2 rate, the milder the temperature profile 
was along the reactor. This occurs because the excess CO2 behaves like a sink for heat absorption 
(Figure 6b), and because the reaction takes place across a wider range inside the reactor (Figure 6c), 
which can result in a more efficient exploitation of the power produced. In all cases, the residence 
time in the reactor was enough to complete the reaction (Figure 6a). 
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6.3. Reactor Performance under “Sintered CaO” 

In the following section, the carbonator’s performance is investigated for a case with a sintered 
material, while the effects of CaO flow and carbonation pressure are examined through process 
simulation (Table 6). The conditions selected were closer to the expected operation of the carbonator 
reactor using sintered CaO, resulting in a max conversion of 20% at 800 °C at a 30 kg/h CaO flow rate. 
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6.3.1. CaO Flow Rate Analysis 

The effect of the CaO flow rate on the carbonator’s performance is depicted in the following 
graphs (Figure 7). The higher the flow rate of solids, the more the energy was released as a result of 
the exothermic reaction, and consequently the more the energy was produced per length of the 
reactor (Figure 7c). Moreover, as the CaO flow rate increased, a progressive delay in the initiation of 
the reaction was reasonably observed, as it takes more space and time to sufficiently preheat from 
ambient conditions (Figure 7a,b). The maximum sorbent conversion (i.e., 20%) was reached only in 
the cases of 25 kg/h and 30 kg/h of CaO, as in the other cases (i.e., 10–20 kg/h) the conversion was 
constrained by the maximum temperature reached along the reactor (Figure 7b). This is the result 
inferred by Equation (29). Solid phase velocity progressively decreased along the reactor’s length, as 
CO2 phase depleted. In case of high solid flow rates, CO2 was depleted quickly, as depicted in the 
final solid phase velocity (Figure 7d). 

Figure 6. Process variable profiles with CO2 flow rate under a “fresh CaO” regime with respect
to (a) CaO conversion, XCaO; (b) solid phase temperature, Ts; (c) thermal power produced, Qrxn;
(d) solid phase.
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6.3. Reactor Performance under “Sintered CaO”

In the following section, the carbonator’s performance is investigated for a case with a sintered
material, while the effects of CaO flow and carbonation pressure are examined through process
simulation (Table 6). The conditions selected were closer to the expected operation of the carbonator
reactor using sintered CaO, resulting in a max conversion of 20% at 800 ◦C at a 30 kg/h CaO flow rate.

Table 6. Input data for carbonator simulation under “sintered CaO”.

Operating Conditions CaO Flow Rate Study Carbonation Pressure Study

Inlet reactants temperature (◦C) 25 100
Carbonator pressure (atm) 1.0 0.5–0.9

Initial solids flow rate (kg/h) 10–30 20
Initial CO2 flow rate (kg/h) 10 10

Reactor’s inner wall temperature 800 800
Maximum sorbent conversion 20% 20%

6.3.1. CaO Flow Rate Analysis

The effect of the CaO flow rate on the carbonator’s performance is depicted in the following
graphs (Figure 7). The higher the flow rate of solids, the more the energy was released as a result
of the exothermic reaction, and consequently the more the energy was produced per length of the
reactor (Figure 7c). Moreover, as the CaO flow rate increased, a progressive delay in the initiation of
the reaction was reasonably observed, as it takes more space and time to sufficiently preheat from
ambient conditions (Figure 7a,b). The maximum sorbent conversion (i.e., 20%) was reached only in
the cases of 25 kg/h and 30 kg/h of CaO, as in the other cases (i.e., 10–20 kg/h) the conversion was
constrained by the maximum temperature reached along the reactor (Figure 7b). This is the result
inferred by Equation (29). Solid phase velocity progressively decreased along the reactor’s length,
as CO2 phase depleted. In case of high solid flow rates, CO2 was depleted quickly, as depicted in the
final solid phase velocity (Figure 7d).
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Figure 7. Process variable profiles with CaO flow rate under a “sintered CaO” regime with respect
to the (a) CaO conversion, XCaO; (b) solid phase temperature, Ts; (c) thermal power produced, Qrxn;
(d) solid phase velocity, us.
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6.3.2. Carbonation Pressure Analysis

As carbonation proceeds very fast in a drop-tube reactor under thermochemical energy
storage conditions, investigation of the effect of carbonation pressure is considered in this section.
Experiments [39] have shown that a five-fold decrease of the reaction rate occurs with a pressure
decrease from 1.0 atm to 0.5 atm. Accordingly, the simulation results revealed that a decrease in
carbonation pressure flattened the reaction front, making it more feasible to control the reaction and
subsequently remove the generated heat (Figure 8c). However, pressure in the reactor strongly affected
gas and solid phases velocities, with a high increase observed in lower pressure cases (Figure 8d).
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Figure 8. Process variable profiles with carbonation pressure under a “sintered CaO” regime with
respect to the (a) CaO conversion,xCaO; (b) solid phase temperature, Ts; (c) thermal power produced,
Qrxn; (d) solid phase velocity, us.

7. Conclusions

In the present study, a one-dimensional, steady-state mathematical model was developed for
the first time for a heterogenous gas–solid carbonation reaction, in a drop-tube reactor, focusing on
thermochemical energy storage conditions and based on the calcium looping process. The reactor
model related mass, energy and momentum balances for both gas and solid phases under the
Euler–Euler approach, while a random pore model (RPM) was developed for the kinetics and verified
experimentally in a laboratory fix-bed reactor using fine particles (i.e., ~60 µm average diameter).
In this manuscript, the reactor model was implemented to simulate a fix-dimensioned, drop-tube
carbonator reactor prototype (i.e., 0.154 m diameter and 4 m length) with 10 kWth thermal energy that
was designed and constructed as part of the SOCRATCES project [31].

In order to demonstrate the model’s capabilities and assess the reactor’s performance concerning
the conversion and distribution of thermal energy produced along the length of reactor, several
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simulations were performed that focused on the variations of critical process variables. Initially,
the reactor’s wall temperature and CO2 flow rate were parametrically examined by means of the
reactor’s performance under the condition of “fresh CaO” (lime after first calcination). Significant effects
of these variables could be seen in the final CaO conversion, reaction rate variations across the reactor and
temperature profiles on the inner side of the reactor. Next, the effect of CaO flow rate and carbonation
pressure were investigated for the case of “sintered CaO” (lime after 10 carbonation/calcination cycles).
Carbonation pressure proved to be a critical variable, as it radically affects the reaction rate.

Simulation results indicated that carbonation of fine particles can be successfully accomplished
(~60% conversion for fresh CaO) in novel drop-tube reactors with a downflow gravity direction using
either with fresh or sintered materials. The cooling of the outer walls of the reactor might lead to
lower, safer wall temperatures (~600 ◦C), as it was proven that very high temperatures in the reactor
inhibited the reaction rate when equilibrium was quickly reached. Moreover, the residence time of
reactants constituted a decisive parameter for the process performance in regards to the deployment of
the thermal energy produced along the reactor, as 20–30 kg/h of CO2 resulted in the completion of the
reaction across a wider range inside the reactor. Maximum sorbent conversions (20%) were reached in
the cases of 25 and 30 kg/h of sintered CaO flow rates. The above conclusions were deduced from the
reactor’s specific dimensions. Lower carbonation pressures (~0.7 atm) might be used to flatten the
reaction front, making it more feasible to control the extraction of the generated heat. This could steer
research towards model-based optimization strategies that will enhance future design and further
scale-up studies of different carbonator reactor sizes.
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Abbreviations

CSP Concentrated Solar Power
TCES Thermochemical Energy Storage
CaL Calcium−Looping
PCM Phase Change Materials
RPM Random Pore Model

Nomenclature

Symbols
A Reactor cross-section area (m2)
ags Surface area between gas and solids (m2 m−3)
agw Surface area between gas and wall (m2 m−3)
a, b Stoichiometric coefficients of carbonation reaction (-)
C Concentration of CO2 (kmol m−3)
CD Drag force coefficient between solids and gas (-)
cp Specific heat capacity (kJ kg−1 k−1)
D Reactor diameter (m) and effective product-layer diffusivity (m2 s−1)
D0 Pre-exponential factor of effective product-layer diffusivity (m2 s−1)
Dp Apparent product-layer diffusivity (m2 s−1)
dp Particle diameter (m)
Eh Activation energy related to the product layer thickness (29.3) (kJ mol−1)
EaD Activation energy for product layer diffusion (kJ mol−1)
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FCO2,O Initial molecular flow of CO2 (kmol s−1)
FCaO,O Initial molecular flow of CaO (kmol s−1)
FD Drag force between gas and solids (kg m−2 s−2)
Fgw Friction force between gas and wall (kg m−2 s−2)
Fsw Friction force between solids and wall (kg m−2 s−2)
fgw Gas–wall friction coefficient (-)
fsw Solids–wall friction coefficient (-)
g Gravitational acceleration (9.81) (m s−2)
hgs Convective heat transfer coefficient between gas and solid phase (kW m−2 K−1)
hgw Convective heat transfer coefficient between gas phase and wall (kW m−2 K−1)
k Thermal conductivity (kW m−1 K−1) and deactivation constant (-)
ks Carbonation reaction constant (m4 kmol−1 s−1)
L0 Total pore length of the material before carbonation (m m−3)
L Length of reactor (m)
MWg Molecular weight of gas (CO2) phase (44.01) (kg kmol−1)
MWCaO Molecular weight of CaO (56.07) (kg kmol−1)
MWCaCO3 Molecular weight of CaCO3 (100.08) (kg kmol−1)
N Number of calcination/carbonation cycle (-)
Nu Dimensionless Nusselt number (-)
P Total pressure of reactor (based on partial pressure of CO2) (Pa = kg m−1 s−2)
Pe CO2 partial pressure at equilibrium (atm)
PCO2 CO2 partial pressure (atm)
Pr Dimensionless Prandtl number, Pr =

Cpgµg·

kg
(-)

PV0 Pore volume (m3 g−1)
Qrxn Thermal power produced due to carbonation reaction per length of reactor (kW m−3)
Qrxnt Total thermal power produced due to carbonation reaction (kW)
r Reaction front velocity (m s−1)
R Ideal gas constant (R = 8.314) (m3 Pa mol−1 K−1) (R = 8314.47) (Pa m3 kmol−1 K−1)

Res Dimensionless solids Reynolds number, Res =
εgρgdp|ug−us|

µg
(-)

Reg Dimensionless gas Reynolds number, Reg =
εgρgugD
µg

(-)

SBET BET surface area (m2 g−1)
S0 Surface area of the material before carbonation (m2 m−3)
T Temperature (K or ◦C)
t Time (s)
u Cross-sectionally averaged velocity (m s−1)
Xr Residual carbonation conversion (-)
Xk Carbonation conversion during the surface reaction-controlled regime (-)
XN Carbonation conversion of the Nth cycle (-)
X1 Carbonation conversion of the 1st cycle (-)
X Cross-sectionally averaged conversion (-)
Z Ratio of volume of solid phase after reaction to that before reaction (2.16) (-)
z Length of reactor (m)
Greek Symbols
ακ Dimensionless constant of Equation (29) (0.0255) (-)
β Modified Biot modulus in the RPM (-)
βr Dimensionless constant of Equation (29) (1.04) (-)
.
Γg−s Mass transfer rate per unit volume due to the heterogeneous reaction (kg m−3 s−1)
∆Hrxn Enthalpy of reaction (kJ Kmol−1)
εg Cross-sectionally averaged voidage (-)
εge Emissivity of gas phase (-)
εs Cross-sectionally averaged solid hold-up (-)
εw Emissivity of wall surface (-)
ε0 Porosity of the material before carbonation (m3 m−3)
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µ Viscosity (Pa s)
ρ Cross-sectionally averaged density (kg m−3)
ρCaO Theoretical density of CaO (3340) (kg m−3)
ρCaCO3 Theoretical density of CaCO3 (2700) (kg m−3)
σ Stephan’s Boltzmann constant (5.6704·10−8) (kW m2 K4)
τ Dimensionless time in the RPM (-)
Ψ Structural parameter in the RPM (-)
Subscripts
CO2 Carbon dioxide
CaO Calcium oxide
CaCO3 Calcium carbonate
g Gas phase (CO2)
o Initial
s solid phase
w Wall

Appendix A. Algebraic Equations Related to Momentum Balances

Drag force between solids and gas [41]:

FD(z) =
3
4

CD(z)
εg(z)

∣∣∣ug(z) − us(z)
∣∣∣ρg(z)

(
1− εg(z)

)
dp

(
ug(z) − us(z)

)
ε−2.65

g (z) (A1)

Drag coefficient [16,18,41]:

CD(z) =
{ 24

Res(z)

(
1 + 0.15Re0.687

s (z)
)
, Res(z) < 1000

0.44, Res(z) > 1000
(A2)

Friction force between gas and wall [21,24,41]:

Fgw(z) =
2 fgw(z)εg(z)ρg(z)u2

g(z)

D
(A3)

Friction coefficient between gas and wall [21,41]:

fgw(z) =


16

Reg(z)
, Reg(z) ≤ 2100

0.079
Re0.25

g (z) , 2100 < Reg(z) < 100, 000

 (A4)

Friction force between particles and wall [41]:

Fsw(z) =
2 fsw(z)εs(z)ρs(z)u2

s (z)
D

(A5)

Friction coefficient between particles and wall [21,41]:

fsw(z) =
0.0285

√
gD

us(z)
(A6)

Momentum exchange between gas and solid phase due to chemical reaction [41,43]:

Fmass(z) =
.
Γg−s(z)ug(z) (A7)

Total volume conservation:
εg(z) + εs(z) = 1 (A8)
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Appendix B. Algebraic Equations Related to Radiative Heat Transfer Rate

Radiative heat transfer rate:

Qgwrad (z) =
σ

1
εw

+ 1
εge(z)

(
T4

g(z) − T4
w(z)

)
agw(z) (A9)

Emissivity of gas phase:

εge(z) = Z(z) −
6∑

i=1

ai(z)e−kipCO2Seq (A10)

Z(z) = C1 + C2
Tg(z)
1000

+ C3

(
Tg(z)
1000

)2

(A11)

ai(z) = b1i + b2i
Tg(z)
1000

+ b3i

(
Tg(z)
1000

)2

(A12)

Appendix C. Algebraic Equations Related to Energy Balance

Surface between gas and particles [22]:

ags(z) =
6
(
1− εg(z)

)
dp

(A13)

Surface area between gas and wall [22]:

agw(z) =
4
D

(A14)

Convective heat transfer coefficient between gas and particles [40]:

hgs(z) =
kg(z)Nugs(z)

dp
(A15)

Convective heat transfer coefficient between gas and wall [40]:

hgw(z) =
kg(z)Nugw(z)

D
(A16)

Gas–particles Nusselt number [40]:

Nugs(z) = 2 +
√

Nu2
gs,l(z) + Nu2

gs,t(z) (A17)

Nugs,l(z) = 0.644(Res(z))
1
2 (Pr(z))

1
3 (A18)

Nugs,t(z) =
0.0374Re0.8

s (z)Pr(z)

1 + 2.443Re−0.1
s (z)

(
Pr(z)

2
3 − 1

) (A19)

Gas–wall Nusselt number [40]:

Nugw(z) =


(
3.663 + 0.73 + (Nu1(z) − 0.7)3 + Nu3

2(z)
) 1

3 , Reg(z) ≤ 2300
(1− γ(z))Nul(z) + γNut(z), 2300 < Reg(z) < 10, 000

 (A20)
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